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Abstract
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isolate changes in workers’ outside options that are independent from changes in the marginal product

of labour. This paper builds on the predictions of a search and bargaining model with multiple cities,

industries and occupations to propose novel identification strategies. Using a unique administrative

panel database for Germany, the study exploits differences in both the employment composition across

cities and in job-specific skill transferability as sources of variation for identification. The main finding
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1 Introduction

It is increasingly accepted that labour markets are not perfectly competitive and that frictions of

various kinds generate rents to the employment relationship for both workers and employers. These

frictions imply that wages depart from the marginal product of labour and partly reflect workers’

outside options. In the particular case of search and bargaining models, wages are determined by

both the marginal product of labour and a weighted average of wages in alternate jobs.1 Since an

industry-specific shock will be passed through into wages via two channels (the marginal product

and workers’ outside options), comparative statics of search and bargaining and perfect competition

models will differ. Yet, despite these differences, the marginal product hypothesis remains the

benchmark for wage formation and only few empirical attempts have examined the relevance of

workers’ outside options for wage formation. The goal of this paper is to propose a strategy to

examine whether wages conform to the predictions of search and bargaining theory and test the

relevance of this strategy using an administrative panel database on workers in Germany.

A key difficulty in identifying search and bargaining mechanisms is that a worker’s marginal

product is not directly observable. The main contribution of the paper is to show that it is

possible to use observational data to separate the respective effects of outside options from those

of unobserved productivity. In particular, the paper argues that if one is willing to place some

restrictions on the production function, a triple difference estimation combined with an instrumental

variable strategy can correct observed wage movements for changes in the marginal product of

labour and what is left can be interpreted as search and bargaining effects.

The most recent approach to identifying search and bargaining mechanisms has been suggested

by Beaudry et al. (2012). The authors propose a multi-city multi-sector model of search and

bargaining in which a worker’s outside option is formed by all the industrial wages of the city in

which the worker lives. The authors show that in such a framework, a worker’s outside option can be

written as a weighted average of industrial wages, where the weights are given by the corresponding

industrial employment as a share of city employment. Thus, a direct implication of the proposed

model is that, conditional on productivity, a city with a larger proportion of high-paying industries

benefits from higher wages in all its industries.

The authors argue that variation “within industry across cities” can be used to identify the

1For a survey on search-theoretic models of the labour market, see Rogerson et al. (2005).
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effect of workers’ outside options on industry-city wages. Consider an environment with 2 cities (A

and B) and 2 industries (manufacturing and natural resources). In this environment, the natural

resources sector is located in city A only. Imagine that for some exogenous reason, the price of

natural resources goes up. Assume that following that increase, wages go up in both sectors and

both cities but that, for simplicity, no labour movements are observed across sectors. Further

assume that shifts in productivity in the manufacturing sector are identical in both cities. Since

the natural resources sector is only located in city A and since no labour movements are observed,

workers’ outside options remain identical in city B and the increase in wages in the manufacturing

sector in city B can be entirely attributed to a shift in productivity (possibly due to the fact that the

manufacturing sector works to process natural resources). In city A, however, the increase in wages

observed in the manufacturing sector reflects both an improvement in workers’ outside options

and a shift in productivity. In this particular environment, the identification strategy proposed

by Beaudry et al. (2012) consists in taking the difference between periodical changes in wages in

the manufacturing sector in city A and those observed in city B, and attributing the residual wage

variation to changes in workers’ outside options in city A.

Beaudry et al. (2012) make an important step towards identifying search and bargaining effects.

However, their approach has two limitations which this paper attempts to address. First, the

authors assume a technology in which factors are perfect substitutes. Since this assumption implies

constant marginal product of labour within an industry and city, it is unclear whether independent

effects of workers’ outside options are also identified when technology is of a different form. This

study adopts a more flexible formulation of the production function and discusses the conditions

under which the restrictions placed on technology do not allow for a separate identification of the

effects of workers’ outside options.

Second, the authors implicitly assume that workers are identically mobile across any two pairs

of occupation-industry (hereafter ‘job’) cells. A consequence of this assumption is that measured

outside options are identical for all workers of the same city. Imagine for instance that the manu-

facturing sector employs both white and blue collar workers but that the natural resources sector

only uses blue collar workers. The Beaudry et al. (2012)’s assumption implies that white and blue

collars in the manufacturing sector in city A have the same outside options and the same prob-

ability of being employed in the natural resources industry, even if the latter only employs blue
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collar workers. However, one may think that the ability to transfer skills across jobs affects whether

and how wages offered in other jobs enter the measure of outside options. This paper recognizes

that workers potentially face heterogeneous barriers to mobility and explores the importance of the

treatment of mobility across occupations and industries for wage formation.

To implement these changes, this paper builds on Beaudry et al. (2012)’s model and adapts it to

allow for multiple occupations and differences in occupation-industry-specific skill transferability.

In this framework, the outside options of a worker are given by a weighted average of the wages in

all jobs of the city in which the worker lives. The most important difference with Beaudry et al.

(2012) is that the weights are represented by transition probabilities between the job currently

occupied and the alternate jobs in which the worker could potentially be hired. These transition

probabilities reflect the idea that the importance of a job in a worker’s outside options depends not

only on the relative number of vacancies available in that job but also on the ability of a worker

to actually perform the job. Since these weights depend on the job that the worker is currently

employed in, workers’ outside options differ across jobs in the same industry and city.

The treatment of mobility across jobs plays an important role for the identification strategy. To

see why, consider the previous example but assume that following the increase in the price of natural

resources, city A and B experience differential shifts in productivity in the manufacturing sector.

Under Beaudry et al. (2012)’s approach using variation “within industry across cities”, all of the

differential in wage growth in the manufacturing sector between the two cities would be attributed

to search and bargaining effects, thus effectively ignoring that changes in the value of the marginal

product of labour within industry may differ across cities. The identification strategy proposed in

this paper can deal with this issue by exploiting differences in workers’ outside options within an

industry and city. In particular, identification can be achieved using a triple difference estimation

based on variation “within industry-city across jobs” and “within job across cities”. In this example,

the triple difference consists in first, taking the difference between changes in wages for blue collar

workers in the manufacturing sector in city A and the equivalent wage variation for white collar

workers, and second, calculating the difference between that change and its particular counterpart

in city B. The first difference removes changes in productivity common to all occupations within

an industry and city, and the second one eliminates job-specific shifts in productivity.

This paper proposes to apply the logic of this example to an environment with multiple jobs
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and multiple cities, and to the more realistic situation in which employment moves unconstrainedly.

However, when employment moves unconstrainedly, the triple difference estimation has to be com-

bined with an instrumental variable strategy. In fact, there may be an endogeneity problem because

changes in productivity may affect the employment composition in a city which, in turn, affects the

weights used to calculate workers’ outside options. Hence, the triple difference by itself may not

be enough to identify independent effects of workers’ outside options. The paper uses Bartik-style

instruments to isolate changes in workers’ outside options that are uncorrelated with labour move-

ments. These instruments are similar to those used by Beaudry et al. (2012) and predict workers’

outside options by combining national job wage premia with the local structure of employment

that would prevail if job-city employment had grown according to the national trend. The paper

shows that these instruments are valid if shocks to comparative advantages are uncorrelated with

past job-city-specific comparative advantages.

The empirical strategy is implemented using an administrative panel database on workers in

Germany provided by the employment statistics of the Institute of Employment Research (IAB)

for the period 1975-2001. This paper finds that while the treatment of mobility is an important

issue, placing restrictions on the technology does not appear to be an important source of bias.

Overall, results suggest that job-city wages conform to the predictions of search and bargaining

theory. The wage spillover effects from a shift in workers’ outside options are strong and consistent

over a wide range of sensitivity checks: specifically, a 10% increase in workers’ outside options

generates a 7% wage increase.2 Results from a variance decomposition suggest that a framework

that ignores search and bargaining effects would explain on average 11.5% of the cross-sectional

variance in city wage growth, while a model that accounts for the effects of workers’ outside options

is capable of explaining a much larger fraction of the variance. This fraction amounts to 18.9% in

the case of constant mobility and increases to 68.8% in a model that incorporates differences in

job-specific skill transferability, suggesting that the framework of this paper may also be helpful for

understanding the sources of the rise in wage inequalities that has been observed over the past 25

years in Germany.

Using a similar database, Card et al. (2013) provide descriptive evidence of the role of establish-

2Imagine, for instance, that the only option a secretary in the tertiary sector has access to is working in the car
industry. This results means that a 10% wage increase for secretaries in the car industry will generate a 7% wage
increase for secretaries in the tertiary sector.
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ment, worker and match-specific components in explaining the rise in wage inequality. The authors

find that a considerable fraction of the rise in inequality is due to rising variation in the wage premia

that are offered by different employers. In this paper, search and bargaining mechanisms create

wage disparities across employers for workers with otherwise similar characteristics and imply that

the rise in workplace heterogeneity may have been caused by an increase in the dispersion of work-

ers’ outside options. Therefore, this paper provides a theory of wages consistent with Card et al.

(2013)’s findings and offers a potential explanation of the source of rising workplace heterogeneity

that differs from traditional explanations based on institutional or supply and demand factors.

This paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 discusses how identifica-

tion can be achieved. The empirical setting is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents results. In

Section 6, the paper quantifies the importance of changes in workers’ outside options in explaining

the cross-sectional variance in city wage growth. The last section concludes.

2 Model

This section generalises Beaudry et al.’s (2012) multi-city, multi-sector model of search and bar-

gaining to a framework with occupational and sectoral mobility.

2.1 Setup

Consider an environment with one final good Y , assembled from the economy-wide output of I

industries, as given by

Y =

(
I∑
i=1

aiZ
χ
i

) 1
χ

,

where χ < 1, ai is a parameter reflecting aggregate demand for the industrial good i and Zi

denotes the economy-wide output of industry i. The price of the final good is normalised to one.

The economy is segmented into C local labour markets, hereafter cities, indexed by c. Each city

is populated by Lc individuals who are either employed or unemployed. The economy-wide output

Zi is given by the sum of Yic, the output produced in each city. The price of the industrial good i

in city c is pic.

For clarity, production involves labour only and uses Q occupations indexed by q. The paper
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starts without explicitly specifying a functional form for technology and discusses later on the

implications of placing restrictions on the production function. In what follows, an occupation-

industry cell is referred to as a job and indexed by j, i.e. j = (q, i). S denotes the set of job and

since each industry uses Q occupations, the cardinality of S is Q× I.

The number of firms and aggregate employment in an industry and a city are endogenously

determined by a free entry condition within a framework à la Fonseca et al. (2001). In this frame-

work, an individual receives the option of creating a firm in industry i and city c with probability

Ωic. Upon learning Ωic, the individual finds out n, the amount of labour he or she can manage,

where n ∼ G(n). Within an industry and a city, differences in entrepreneurial ability to manage

jobs are the only source of firm heterogeneity. Finally, to enter the production market, he or she

faces a constant start-up cost, denoted by K. Free entry implies that individuals with expected

payoffs larger than the fixed entry cost K become entrepreneurs.

The labour market considered is characterised by search and matching frictions. For simplicity,

assume that workers can move within but not across cities. Appendix C of the Supplementary

Material discusses the implications of workers’ mobility across cities and demonstrates that the

results are robust to an extension allowing for this type of mobility. For the majority of the analysis,

this paper focuses on random search and ignores resignations as well as on-the-job search. However,

implications of directed search across occupations as well as on-the-job search are discussed in

Appendix D and K-3 of the Supplementary Material, respectively. Once matches are made workers

and firms bargain over the wage rate, through Nash bargaining in a complete information context.

Layoffs occur at an exogenous rate, denoted by δ.

The model is couched in continuous time. Workers and firms live forever, discount the future

at an exogenous rate ρ and are risk neutral. Workers seek to maximise the expected discounted

sum of future utility flows, and firms are profit maximisers. Let ERc denote the employment rate

in city c, wjc be the wage in job j and city c and ηjc denote employment in job j and city c as a

share of city c employment. The steady state is characterised by values of ERc, wjc and ηjc. Prices

adjust such that markets for industrial goods clear and react to shifts in the demand for industrial

goods, as captured by ai.
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2.2 Search and matching

In each city, there is a pool Uc of unemployed workers drawing job offers from the entire local labour

market. Workers face barriers to mobility and their appointment to a particular job depends on

three components: labour market frictions (as captured by the matching function), vacancies in

that particular job and on the job performed prior to unemployment.

The rate at which unemployed workers meet any vacancy is governed by a city-specific matching

technology

Mc = M ((Lc −Nc) , (Jc −Nc)) ,

where Nc denotes the total number of employed workers in city c, Lc the total number of workers

in city c and Jc the total number of existing positions (filled and unfilled) in city c. (Lc−Nc) is the

number of unemployed workers in city c and (Jc −Nc) is the number of vacant positions available

in city c. The matching function is of the Cobb-Douglas type, exhibits constant returns to scale

and is increasing in both arguments. These features imply that ηjc, the proportion of employment

in each job, equals the proportion of existing positions (filled and unfilled) in job j and city c. That

is, ηjc =
Jjc∑

j′∈S Jj′c
, where Jjc denotes the total number of existing positions in job j and city c. In

steady state, the number of positions that are destroyed equals the number of matches such that

δERc = M

(
(1− ERc) ,

(
Jc
Lc
− ERc

))
= (1− ERc)σ

(
Jc
Lc
− ERc

)1−σ
,

where σ is the coefficient of the Cobb-Douglas matching function.

Given the matching function, the probability that an unemployed worker meets any vacancy is

given by ψc = Mc
Lc−Nc , or in steady state, ψc = δERc

1−ERc . Then, the probability that the vacancy is

from a particular job type is determined by ηjc, the proportion of employment accounted for by

that type in the local economy. Finally, whether workers actually fulfil the match is based on their

ability to transfer skills across jobs. Workers’ skill transferability from job j to k is captured by the

measure ϕk|j ∈ [0, 1], where k indexes the destination job cell. This measure is zero if the cost of

transfering skills between two jobs is prohibitive, and one if workers are perfectly mobile. Combining

employment shares together with the skill transferability measure, one obtains the probability that

a worker previously employed in j (e.g. as a secretary in the automobile industry) finds a job in k

(e.g. as a legal assistant in the tertiary sector) in city c. This transition probability is given by
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ψkc|j =


µ if k = j

(1− µ)χkc|jηkc if k ∈ S \ {j},
(1)

where µ denotes the probability that a worker previously employed in j is re-employed in the same

occupation and industry and

χkc|j =
ϕk|j∑

k′∈S\{j}
ϕk′|jηk′c

such that
∑

k∈S ψkc|j = 1.3 The term χkc|j can be interpreted as a measure of relative mobility.

In the following 3x2 example, χLTA|SC reflects the ease with which a secretary in the car industry

transfers skills to a legal assistant job in the tertiary sector, relative to moving to any other job in

city A.

Car (C) Tertiary (T) 

Secretary (S) 

Engineer (E) 

ηLTC

χ LTA SC

City (A) 

Legal Assistant (L) 

3The transition probability ψkc|j sums to 1 because∑
k∈S

ψkc|j = µ+ (1− µ)
∑

k∈S\{j}

χkc|jηkc

= µ+ (1− µ)
∑

k∈S\{j}

ϕk|j∑
k′∈S\{j}

ϕk′|jηk′c
ηkc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

= µ+ (1− µ)

= 1.
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When workers are homogeneous and thus identically mobile across jobs (i.e. when ϕk|j = ϕ), the

(conditional) probability of finding a job equals the proportion of vacancies for that particular job

(ψkc|j = ηkc). Finally, the probability that a firm fills a vacancy is given by φc = Mc
Jc−Nc . In steady

state, this probability is given by φc =
(

1−ERc
δERc

) σ
1−σ

.

2.3 Wage determination

Let V f
jc(n) and V v

jc(n) be the discounted value to a firm with managerial ability n of a filled position

and a vacancy in job j and city c, respectively, and the difference between both values be the match

surplus for the firm. Let U ejc(n) and Uujc(n) be the discounted value to a worker (in a firm with

managerial ability n) of being employed and unemployed in job j and city c, respectively, and

the difference between both values be the match surplus for the worker. Wages are set by Nash

bargaining with disagreement points V v
jc(n) and Uujc(n) for firms and workers, respectively

[
V f
jc(n)− V v

jc(n)
]

=
[
U ejc(n)− Uujc(n)

]
κ, (2)

where κ is the relative bargaining power of firms and workers. To understand the nature of the

wage equation, it is useful to write down the Bellman equations. Step-by-step details on how the

following equations are derived can be found in Appendix A of the Supplementary Material.

Let VMPLjc(n) be the value of the marginal product of labour in job j, city c and in a firm with

managerial ability n. If a position is filled, it generates a flow of profits of [VMPLjc(n)− wjc(n)],

where wjc(n) is the wage in job j, city c and firm with managerial ability n. The probability of a

worker being laid off in the subsequent period and the position becoming vacant is δ. Thus, the

discounted value to a firm of a filled position is given by

ρV f
jc(n) = [VMPLjc(n)− wjc(n)]− δ

[
V f
jc(n)− V v

jc(n)
]
. (3)

The probability of the vacancy being filled in the following period is φc.
4 Hence, the discounted

value to a firm of a vacancy is

ρV v
jc(n) = φc

[
V f
jc(n)− V v

jc(n)
]
. (4)

4For simplicity, assume that if a firm does not fill a job, there is no cost to maintain the position.
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Combining equations (3) and (4), the match surplus for the firm can be written as

V f
jc(n)− V v

jc(n) =
VMPLjc(n)− wjc(n)

ρ+ δ + ψc
. (5)

An employed worker in job j, city c and firm with managerial ability n receives the wage wjc(n)

and is laid off with probability δ in the next period.5 Therefore, the discounted value to a worker

of being employed is

ρU ejc(n) = wjc(n)− δ
[
U ejc(n)− Uujc(n)

]
. (6)

The probability of an unemployed worker previously employed in jc being matched to job k in city

c is ψcψkc|j . The probability of him or her remaining unemployed in the coming period is (1−ψc).

Thus, the discounted value of being unemployed is given by

ρUujc(n) = ψc
∑
k∈S

ψkc|jU
e
kc − ψcUujc(n), (7)

where U ekc is the average discounted utility of employment in job k and city c, averaged over all

firms that operate in city c. This paper assumes that if an unemployed worker is matched to a

particular job, then he or she develops skills which are identical to those of his co-workers, which

means that the measures of relative mobility satisfy χk′c|kχkc|j = χk′c|j . This assumption implies

that the summation term can be rewritten as follows

∑
k∈S

ψkc|jU
e
kc =

ρ+ ψc
ρ(ρ+ δ + ψc)

∑
k∈S

ψkc|jwkc, (8)

where wkc is the wage offered in job k and city c, averaged over all firms that operate in city c.

Combining equations (6), (7) and (8), the match surplus for a worker is given by

U ejc(n)− Uujc =
1

ρ+ δ
wjc(n)− ψc

(ρ+ δ)(ρ+ δ + ψc)

∑
k∈S

ψkc|jwkc (9)

The match surplus for a worker is a decreasing function of workers’ outside options in other jobs of

5For clarity, any relevant city-specific features such as amenities and unemployment benefits are normalised to
zero. Local amenities and unemployment benefits are captured by an entire set of city time-varying dummies in the
empirical section.
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the city’s economy. For example, if the probability to be matched to high-wage jobs increases (either

because of a greater concentration of employment in high-wage jobs or because the mobility cost

to access high-wage jobs decreases), then the value of a match in job j relative to unemployment

decreases.

Substituting the expressions (5) and (9) into (2), and solving for the wage offered in a firm with

managerial ability n, one obtains

wjc(n) = γ1cVMPLjc(n) + γ2c

∑
k∈S

ψkc|jwkc, (10)

where γ1c = (ρ+δ)
(ρ+δ)+κ(ρ+δ+φc)

∈ (0, 1) and γ2c = κ(ρ+δ+φc)
(ρ+δ)+κ(ρ+δ+φc)

ψc
(ρ+δ+ψc)

> 0. The parameters γ1c

and γ2c are functions of three exogeneous parameters: the discount rate ρ, the rate at which layoffs

occur δ and κ, the relative bargaining position of workers and firms. γ1c and γ2c also depend on the

local employment rate ERc, as captured by ψc, the probability that an unemployed worker meets

any vacancy, and by φc, the probability that a firm fills a vacancy in city c.

Averaging (10) over all firms which operate in the market in city c, one obtains the following

expression for the wage in job j and city c,

wjc = γ1cVMPLjc + γ2c

∑
k∈S

ψkc|jwkc, (11)

where VMPLjc is the value of the marginal product of labour in job j and city c. In order to avoid

estimating a tautological relationship, the wage in job j and city c can be expressed as a function

of wages in alternate jobs only. Using (1) and solving for wjc, one obtains

wjc = γ̃1cVMPLjc + γ̃2c

∑
k∈S\{j}

ψkc|jwkc, (12)

where γ̃1c = γ1c

1−γ2cµ
and γ̃2c = γ2c(1−µ)

1−γ2cµ
. The parameters γ̃1c and γ̃2c are functions of the city-specific

employment rate, as captured by γ1c and γ2c.

Equation (12) has the form of a reflection problem (Manski, 1993; Moffitt, 2001; Beaudry et al.,

2012) in which job-city-specific wages are determined by some fraction of the value of the marginal

product of labour and by a weighted average of wages in alternate jobs. This weighted average
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derives from the discounted utility of unemployment and reflects workers’ outside options.

On top of differences in the marginal product of labour, this equation highlights two sources

of wage disparities: differences in the local structure of employment (ηkc), and differences in job-

specific skill transferability (χkc|j), as captured by the transition probability (ψkc|j). The first

implies spatial variation in wages; cities whose employment is skewed towards high-paying jobs

tend to pay higher wages in all jobs since a larger proportion of good jobs translates into better

outside options. The second source results in industrial and occupational wage differentials; jobs

whose skill transferability is skewed towards high-paying jobs will pay higher wages as easier access

to good jobs translates into better outside options.

It is worth noting that the coefficient γ̃2c only captures the first-round effect of a one-unit shift

in workers’ outside options. Imagine that a secretary can switch to a legal assistant job and that a

legal assistant can become a lawyer, but that a secretary cannot directly become a lawyer. Further

suppose that, everything else being equal, the wage for lawyers goes up and translates into a one-

unit increase in the outside options of legal assistants. Equation (12) indicates that legal assistants’

wages would first increase by γ̃2c. Due to the feedback dynamics inherent to the wage equation, this

first-round effect modifies the outside options of workers who can directly switch to legal assistant

jobs, therefore generating additional rounds of wage adjustment. The way feedback dynamics

multiply themselves out depends on workers’ mobility; for instance, in the case of secretaries who

can only switch to legal assistant jobs, lawyers’ wages enter the wage determination of secretaries

only indirectly, as second-round impacts and beyond, through changes in legal assistants’ wages.

Most of the paper is devoted to the identification of the partial impacts of a shift in workers’ outside

options. In Section 6, the paper derives an expression for the total impacts.

3 Towards identifying independent search and bargaining effects

Identifying independent search and bargaining effects appears difficult mainly because the value of

the marginal product of labour is both unobserved and correlated with workers’ outside options.

To give a sense of why identification may still be possible, it is useful to start with a quite extreme

example.6 Consider an environment with two labour markets (cities A and B), two industries

(natural resources and manufacturing) and two occupations (white and blue collar workers). The

6The author thanks an anonymous referee for this example.
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natural resources industry is located in city A and employs blue collar workers only. Assume that

the price of natural resources goes up and that following this increase, wages of blue collar workers

increase in both the natural resources sector and the manufacturing industry in city A, but that

no other wage or employment changes are observed whatsoever.

Could the increase in wages of blue collar workers in the manufacturing industry in city A

reflect an increase in the value of the marginal product? In this particular environment, it is hard

to present any pathway in which the value of the marginal product would go up for blue collar

workers in the manufacturing sector in city A but not for white collar workers. For instance,

if the shock to natural resources had caused a shift in productivity in the manufacturing sector

(perhaps because natural resources are used as inputs in the production of manufactured goods),

one would have expected wages of both white and blue collar workers to increase in both cities.

Therefore, given that no labour movements are observed anywhere and that wages for white collar

workers do not change, one is led to conclude that the increase in wages of blue collar workers in

the manufacturing industry in city A reflects independent effects of an improvement in workers’

outside options and not a shift in labour demand in the manufacturing industry.

Although this example is extreme, this logic of comparing changes in wages “within an industry-

city” and “across cities” can be extended to the case in which one observes some labour movements.

Imagine for instance that, following the increase in the price of natural resources, blue collar workers

in city A reallocate from the manufacturing industry to the natural resources sector. In this case,

the increase in wages of blue collar workers in the manufacturing industry in city A cannot be

entirely attributed to search and bargaining effects because the reallocation towards the natural

resources sector modifies the industrial composition in city A, which in turn affects the weights used

to calculate the outside options of blue collar workers. However, independent effects of workers’

outside options can still be identified as long as one uses an instrumental variable strategy to isolate

changes in blue collar workers’ outside options that are uncorrelated with labour movements in

city A. One possible strategy would consist in using a Bartik-style instrument, i.e. in predicting

changes in workers’ outside options using industrial employment growth at the national level. The

observed changes in wages of blue collar workers in the manufacturing sector in city A could then

be attributed to changes in their predicted outside options.

In subsection 3.1, the paper formalises this example and adopts a quite general formulation of
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technology to show how observational data can be used to identify independent effects of workers’

outside options. The subsection then discusses the empirical implications of imposing more restric-

tive assumptions on the production function. Subsection 3.2 presents instruments that deal with

both the feedback dynamics of wages and the endogeneity of the transition probabilities.

3.1 Placing restrictions on the production function

In what follows, the paper uses an occupation-industry notation whenever necessary for clarity

and uses the subscript qi to denote the job that refers to occupation q and industry i. Using this

notation, equation (12) rewrites

wqic = γ̃1cVMPLqic + γ̃2c

∑
k∈S\{qi}

ψkc|qiwkc, (13)

where wqic is the wage in job qi and city c, VMPLqic is the value of the marginal product of labour

in job qi and city c and ψkc|qi is the transition probability from job qi to job k in city c.

The production function in industry i and city c takes the following form

Yic = Fic
(
θ1icN1ic, ..., θqicNqic, ..., θQicNQic

)
, (14)

where θqic is a productive term associated to job qi in city c, Nqic is employment in job qi and

city c, and where Fic(·) is of the CES form. Note that all the components of the production

function are allowed to vary over time. For clarity, the time subscript is omitted until necessary.

The productive term θqic has both a national job-specific effect and a local job-specific effect; in

particular, θqic = θqi + εqic, where εqic is a source of comparative advantage of city c for job qi,

and where by definition
∑

c εqic = 0. A key assumption for the identification strategy is that,

while there is no restriction on the national component θqi, the local job-specific effect εqic is well

approximated by a random walk.

This formulation of technology assumes that a job is associated with a specific set of skills

and entirely characterises a worker’s type, which means that in a particular job-city cell, workers

with the same set of individual characteristics (e.g. age, nationality, gender, education) all share

the same productivity. Subsection 5.3 explores the limitations of such an assumption by allowing

productive terms to depend upon previous job.
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The marginal product of labour in job qi and city c that follows from (14) can be written as

MPLqic = fic(θ1icN1ic, ..., θqicNqic, ..., θQicNQic) · gqic(θqic) · hqic(Nqic), (15)

where fic(θ1icN1ic, ..., θqicNqic, ..., θQicNQic) is an industry-city-specific aggregate that depends on

the composition of employment in industry i and city c, gqic(θqic) is a component that depends on the

job-city-specific productive term and where hqic(Nqic) is a function of job-city-specific employment.

If, for instance, the production function in industry i and city c is a CES of the form Yic =[∑Q
q=1 θqicN

γ
qic

] 1
γ
, where γ ≤ 1, then the components of the marginal product of labour for qi are

given by fic =
[∑Q

q=1 θqicN
γ
qic

] 1−γ
γ

, gqic = θqic and hqic = Nγ−1
qic . In the limiting case where factors

are perfect substitutes (i.e. when γ = 1), the marginal product of labour is constant and given by

gqic = θqic (as fic = hqic = 1).

In order to make the relationship between job-city wages, a city’s employment rate and the

components of the value of the marginal product explicit, the paper performs a first-order log

linear approximation of equation (13). The log linear approximation is taken around the point

where cities have identical employment rates (ERc = ER) and where employment is uniformly

distributed across jobs (ηqic = 1
QI ), which occurs when both the value of the marginal product

of labour and mobility costs are constant across jobs and cities (i.e. VMPLqic = VMPL and

ϕk|qi = ϕ, where k is the destination job). Derivation details can be found in Appendix B of the

Supplementary Material. Expressing the wage equation as the first difference between two steady

state equilibria, one obtains

∆ lnwqicτ = γ̃1α1∆picτ + γ̃1α2∆ficτ + γ̃1α3∆θqiτ + γ̃1α4∆lnNqicτ

+ γ̃2∆
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψkcτ |qiwkcτ + α5∆ERcτ + ∆ξ̃qicτ , (16)

where ∆ denotes the time difference, τ is the time subscript and ∆ξ̃qicτ = γ̃1α3∆εqicτ . Note that

to reduce measurement errors, the paper averages annual data over five years, taking mutually

exclusive and jointly exhaustive intervals.7 γ̃1 and γ̃2 correspond to γ̃1c and γ̃2c evaluated at the

point where cities have an identical structure of employment and α0-α5 are constant terms obtained

7Appendix K-7 of the Supplementary Material shows that using alternative time frames does not affect the baseline
estimates.
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from the linear approximation. The coefficients γ̃1α1 to γ̃1α4 capture the effects associated with

each of the components of the value of the marginal product of labour. γ̃2 is the coefficient of

interest and captures the importance of search and bargaining mechanisms in wage determination.

It is important to note that in this framework, whichever restrictions are placed on the pro-

duction function, εqicτ , the unobserved local job-specific component of the productive factor, will

always be part of the error term. In what follows, the paper examines whether γ̃2 can actually be

identified, assuming first that any endogeneity issue resulting from the correlation between mea-

sured workers’ outside options and the unobservable term ∆ξ̃qicτ can appropriately be tackled with

an instrumental variable strategy. The instruments are discussed in the next subsection.

Equation (16) suggests that the proper approach for the identification of γ̃2 depends on three

factors: (1) whether industrial prices include a local component, (2) the specific restrictions placed

on technology and (3) how mobile workers are across jobs. The last dimension determines how

wages offered in alternate jobs enter the wage determination process and whether workers’ outside

options are better represented using transition probabilities or employment shares to weigh wages

in alternate jobs. When workers are identically mobile across jobs, then χkcτ |qi = 1 and the measure

of workers’ outside options becomes
∑
k∈S

ηkcτwkcτ , the city-specific average wage. Whether workers’

outside options are job-city-specific or city-specific is critical for the identification strategy because

it affects the type of variation that can be used in the data to identify γ̃2.

When workers face heterogeneous mobility costs, “within job across cities” and “within industry-

city across jobs” data variation can be used, making identification possible with practically any

price and technology encompassed by specification (14). Consider the case in which the production

function in industry i and city c is a CES with γ ≤ 1. Then, the effect of ficτ can be captured by an

entire set of industry-city-specific time-varying dummies and the impact of θqiτ can be controlled

for using job-specific time-varying dummies. In such a case, the parameter of interest is identified

by estimating

∆ lnwqicτ = ∆dicτ + ∆dqiτ + γ̃1α4∆lnNqicτ + γ̃2∆
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψkcτ |qiwkcτ + ∆ξ̃qicτ , (17)

where d denotes a set of dummy variables. With this production function, whether industrial prices

include a local component or not is irrelevant as price effects will be absorbed by dicτ . It is worth
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noting that, since dicτ also captures city-time effects, equation (17) no longer has the term ERcτ in

an explicit form. The inclusion of both job-specific and industry-city-specific time-varying dummies

implies a triple difference estimation to correct wage movements for changes in the marginal product

of labour. For example, in a framework with two occupations, two industries and two cities, this

is equivalent to the following: taking the difference between periodical changes in wages for blue

collar workers in the manufacturing sector in city A and the equivalent wage variation for white

collars, then calculating the difference between that change and its counterpart in city B, and finally

estimating the importance of workers’ outside options in explaining the residual wage variation.

The first difference (within city, across jobs, as captured by dicτ ) also removes any local and lo-

cal industry-specific factors that the model does not capture but that may interfere with inferences.

These factors include effects associated with changes in city-specific employment rate, house prices,

non-tradable goods across cites, input-output linkages, local demand, the German Confederation

of Trade Unions, and other local forces that may contribute to the growth of cities such as, for

instance, education externalities (Acemoglu and Angrist, 2000; Moretti, 2004), employment diver-

sity, agglomeration effects or local house prices effects (Blanchard and Katz, 1992; Glaeser et al.,

1992; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; Moretti, 2011). The second difference (within job across cities)

purges job-city-specific periodical differences in wages from national-level movements in occupation

and industry factors.

In the limiting case where factors are perfect substitutes, equation (16) becomes

∆ lnwqicτ = γ̃1α1∆picτ + γ̃1α3∆θqiτ + γ̃2∆
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψkcτ |qiwkcτ + α5∆ERcτ + ∆ξ̃qicτ , (18)

and whether one should include industry-city-time dummies on top of job-time dummies depends

on the assumption placed on industrial prices. If industrial prices are invariant across cities, then

γ̃2 is identified by estimating

∆ lnwqicτ = ∆dqiτ + γ̃2∆
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψkcτ |qiwkcτ + α5∆ERcτ + ∆ξ̃qicτ , (19)
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or, controlling for a wider range of local time-varying factors,

∆ lnwqicτ = ∆dcτ + ∆dqiτ + γ̃2∆
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψkcτ |qiwkcτ + ∆ξ̃qicτ , (20)

where dcτ denotes a city time-varying set of dummies.

When mobility costs are constant across jobs, the identifying variation can only come from

“within job across cities” data variation as any set of city time-varying or industry-city time-

varying dummies would be colinear to measured outside options. In other words, when mobility

costs are constant, wage disparities generated from search and bargaining mechanisms stem from

local differences only and can, by construction, hardly be distinguished from those resulting from

standard general equilibrium local forces. For this reason, identification is only possible if the

marginal product of labour is constant and if prices vary across industries only. This particular

case would lead to the estimation of the following wage equation

∆ lnwqicτ = ∆dqiτ + γ̃2∆
∑
k∈S

ηkcτwkcτ + α5∆ERcτ + ∆ξ̃qicτ . (21)

Within the set of technologies encompassed by (14), all other cases produce a biased estimate of

γ̃2.

The most recent approach to identifying search and bargaining mechanisms has been suggested

by Beaudry et al. (2012) and corresponds to the special case for which technology has perfectly

substitutable factors and workers’ mobility is homogeneous across any pair of jobs. Thus, without

extending the analysis to a more general framework, it is unclear whether Beaudry et al. (2012)’s

empirical strategy confounds the effects of changes in outside options with those resulting from

changes in the value of marginal productivity.

The following figure summarizes the conditions under which the parameter γ̃2 can be identified.

As Figure 1 indicates, controlling for more flexible formulations of the value of the marginal product

of labour is impossible when differences in mobility across jobs are unimportant for measuring

outside options. Therefore, when presenting results, this paper starts from the most restrictive

case, showing first that those mobility differences matter for wage formation, and then moves

towards the most general case.
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Figure 1: Prices, technology and mobility restrictions
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3.2 The endogeneity of the outside options of workers

This subsection discusses how the paper deals with the endogeneity issue that results from the

feedback dynamics of wages and from the correlation between both the transition probabilities

and the unobservable job-city-specific time-varying component εqicτ , left in the error term. The

treatment of this issue is completely symmetric to that of Beaudry et al. (2012).8

Job creation and transition probabilities

To clarify the link between the transition probabilities and the error term, it is useful to first set

up the equation that determines the number of positions that are created in a particular job and

city. The time subscript is omitted where possible henceforth. Job creation is determined by a

free entry condition whereby individuals with expected payoffs larger than the fixed entry cost K

become entrepreneurs. Thus, the total number of positions that are created in job qi and city c is

8For further derivation details, see Beaudry et al. (2012).
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given by

Jqic = LcΩic

∫ ∞
n∗ic

Jqic(n)f(n)dn, (22)

where Jqic(n) denotes the number of positions in job qi, city c and firm with managerial ability n

and where the cutoff n∗ic satisfies
∑Q

q=1 Jqic(n
∗
ic)V

v
qic(n

∗
ic) = K.

Using equation (22), the transition probability from job qi to job q′i′ in city c can be written as

ψq′i′c|qi =
ϕq′i′|qiJq′i′c

Q∑
r=1

I∑
s=1

ϕrs|qiJrsc − ϕqi|qiJqic
, (23)

where r indexes an occupation and s is an industry subscript. Taking a linear approximation around

the point where cities have identical employment rates and a similar employment structure, the

transition probability can be rewritten as a function of current εs and Ωs, the sources of comparative

advantage of city c. That is,

ψq′i′c|qi ≈
1

QI − 1
+ π1

[
Ωi′c −

1

QI − 1
(QI · Ωc − Ωic)

]
+ π2

[
εq′i′c −

1

QI − 1
(QI · εc − εqic)

]
+ π3

[
ϕq′i′|qi −

1

QI − 1

(
1− ϕqi|qi

)]
, (24)

where Ωc =
∑I

s=1 Ωsc, εc =
∑Q

r=1

∑I
s=1 εrsc and π1-π3 are positive terms obtained from the linear

approximation. The first three components are associated with the job-city-specific employment

share ηq′i′c. The last component reflects workers’ skill transferability from job qi to q′i′. Since the

last term is measured at the national level, any correlation between the transition probabilities and

the error term stems from the employment shares components, and more specifically, from the fact

that these employment shares depend on current comparative advantages.
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Instruments

The endogeneity issue is tackled with Bartik-style instruments. The latter are constructed using a

decomposition of the following term

∆
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψ̂kcτ |qiνkτ , (25)

where ˆ denotes a prediction, ψ̂kcτ |qi = χ̂kcτ |qiη̂kcτ and νkτ is the nation-wide wage premium in

job k relative to some numeraire job. This measure reflects predicted workers’ outside options

and weights each national job wage premium with the corresponding predicted job-city-specific

transition probability. The terms χ̂kcτ |qi and η̂kcτ are constructed using predicted employment, i.e.

the level of employment that would be observed if start-of-period employment had grown according

to the national trend. Specifically, predicted employment in job k, city c and time τ is computed

as

N̂kcτ = Nkc(τ−1)
Nkτ

Nk(τ−1)
, (26)

such that N̂cτ =
∑

k∈S N̂kcτ , η̂kcτ = N̂kcτ
N̂cτ

and χ̂kcτ |qi =
ϕk|qi∑

k′∈S\{qi} ϕk′|qiη̂k′cτ
.9

Since the main identifying variation is across cities and national wage premia do not vary across

cities, one only needs to be concerned about the condition under which predicted employment shares

are uncorrelated with the error term. This condition is met if the term εqicτ (left in the error term)

follows a random walk or, in other terms, if shocks to εqicτ are uncorrelated with the sources

of start-of-period job-city-specific comparative advantages. This can be seen by noting that an

expression similar to (24) can be derived for predicted transition probabilities, where instead of

being functions of current components, ψ̂kcτ |qi depends on past sources of comparative advantages.

The paper proposes two sets of instruments, constructed by decomposing (25) into four ele-

ments, each of them isolating a different type of data variation but valid under the exact same

identifying assumption. These two sets of instruments are particularly useful for testing overiden-

tifying restrictions. The decomposition uses the fact that, for example, the option of working as a

9The paper uses Nkc(τ−1) = 1
5

∑t+4
t Nkct, t ∈ (τ − 1) as start-of-period employment, which is akin to using the

fifth lag to predict actual local employment. The choice of the base year from which the growth rate is computed
trades off exogeneity against its potential to be a good predictor for employment.
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secretary in the car industry for a secretary in the tertiary sector in city A may change over time,

either because of shifts in the wage offered to secretaries in the car industry in city A or because of

changes in the probability of being hired there (as captured by the transition probability). Based

on this idea, one can break equation (25) down into the following instruments. The first one,

IV1qicτ =
∑

k∈S\{qi}

ψ̂kcτ |qi∆νkτ , (27)

isolates variations in workers’ outside options that are due to changes in wage premia. The second

instrument,

IV2qicτ =
∑

k∈S\{qi}

νk(τ−1)∆ψ̂kcτ |qi, (28)

identifies changes stemming from shifts in transition probabilities. Since the probability of finding

a particular job hinges on both vacancies (as captured by employment shares) and mobility costs,

IV2qicτ can be split into two further elements,

IV3qicτ =
∑

k∈S\{qi}

νk(τ−1)χ̂kc(τ−1)|qi∆η̂kcτ , (29)

which is associated with changes in employment shares, and

IV4qicτ =
∑

k∈S\{qi}

νk(τ−1)η̂kcτ∆χ̂kcτ |qi, (30)

which is based on changes in measures reflecting relative mobility. If the variation stemming

from differences in sectoral and occupational mobility matters for wage formation, the first stage

estimates on IV2qicτ and IV4qicτ should enter in a positive, similar and statistically significant

manner. The first set of instruments will include IV1qicτ and IV2qicτ , the second set comprises

IV1qicτ , IV3qicτ and IV4qicτ . When workers are identically mobile across occupations and industries

(i.e. when ϕk|qi = ϕ), changes in workers’ outside options can only stem from changes in wages or

shifts in employment shares. In such a case, the set of available instruments reduces to IV1cτ =∑
k∈S

η̂kcτ∆νkτ and IV2cτ =
∑
k∈S

νk(τ−1)∆η̂kcτ . Appendix E of the Supplementary Material discusses

the validity of these instruments in more detail.
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4 Empirical setting

4.1 The German labour market since 1980

Traditionally, West German firms conformed to collective sectoral agreements that were negoti-

ated between employer associations and large unions. Although the labour market was heavily

centralised, firms were allowed by law to negotiate workplace-specific contracts or to opt out of

collective agreements. Since 1990, Germany experienced a falling coverage of sectoral agreements

and an increase adoption of opt-clauses. For instance, Card et al. (2013) document that the fraction

of West German workers whose wages are set outside the sectoral agreements system rose from 27%

in 1995 to 44% in 2007. Hassel and Rehder (2001) report that one-half of the top firms had signed

opening clauses by 2000 and that 43% of their employees were affected by these pacts. This shift

towards a more decentralised labour market was likely accelerated by the re-unification and the

economic integration of Germany in 1989 and by the mid-1990s and early 2000s reforms that aimed

at liberalising the labour market and reducing unemployment.10

4.2 Data source

This paper uses the factually anonymous IAB Employment Sample (IABS) for the years 1975-

2001.11 Data access is provided via a Scientific Use File supplied by the Research Data Centre

(FDZ) of the German Federal Employment Agency (BA) at the Institute for Employment Research

(IAB). IAB employment statistics cover all employees registered by the German social insurance

system and subject to social insurance contributions. In 1995, the data covered 79.4% of all

employed persons in West Germany; the self-employed are not covered. This paper focuses on

full-time workers, as information on hours worked is not available. Information on wages captures

all earnings subject to statutory social security contributions and reported at least once annually.

The wage measure corresponds to daily wages. The reporting of income is truncated from above

and from below. The upper limit is the contribution assessment ceiling for social insurance, which

10The major reforms that took place were the 1996 labour Law Act for Promotion of Employment, the 1998
Minimum Wage for Construction Workers, and the Hartz Reforms between 2003 and 2005.

11The term “factually anonymous” means that personal information has been “depersonalised”, i.e. that “in-
formation concerning personal or material circumstances can no longer or only with a disproportionate amount of
time, expense and labour be attributed to an identified or identifiable individual” (section 3[7] of the Federal Data
Protection Act).
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is adapted annually to the growth of nominal wages, and the lower limit is the minimum wage.12

The Scientific Use File provides a 2% anonymous sample of the original IAB employment database.

Over the entire sample period, a 2% representative sample is drawn from four clusters, namely

German nationals, foreign nationals, West German residents and East German residents. With

data on East Germany available only from 1991 onwards, this study concentrates on West German

residents, aged 16 to 62, over the period 1977-2001. The paper uses 19 geographical areas, “cities”,

built according to Kropp and Schwengler’s (2011) definition of labour markets. The analysis uses

16 industries and 32 occupations (and a combination of 135 occupation-industry cells), classified

according to the 1973 3-digit German classification of economic activities and the 1975 German

classification of occupations, respectively.13

4.3 Wages adjusted for workers’ characteristics

The main results are based on a common two-stage approach, which allows for individual observable

characteristics to be controlled for. The second stage estimates the relationship of interest. The

first stage consists of purging individual wages from components which are associated with age,

gender, nationality or education, using a series of Mincer-type regressions.

For each year, log individual wages are regressed on a vector of individual characteristics and a

complete set of occupation-industry-city interaction terms. Individual wages are expressed in euros

and converted into real wages using the consumer price index, base 2005, provided by the German

federal statistical office. The vector of individual characteristics includes age, the square of age, a

gender dummy, a nationality dummy, a categorical variable for education and a full set of education-

gender, education-nationality and education-age interactions.14 In performing yearly regressions,

returns to skill are allowed to vary over time. The dependent variable wqicτ is constructed using

five-year averages of the coefficients on the job-city dummies. As for the wage premia, the same

approach is used: log individual wages are regressed on the same vector of individual characteristics

12While the baseline estimation ignores top-coding, Appendix K-4 of the Supplementary Material shows that
dealing with the top-coding issue does not alter the qualitative aspect of the results.

13Kropp and Schwengler’s (2011) correspondence table between districts, labour markets and regions can be down-
loaded at http://www.iab.de/389/section.aspx/Publikation/k110222301. Appendices F-I of the Supplementary Ma-
terial provide details regarding the definition of cities, industries and occupations. Appendix J of the Supplementary
Material shows summary statistics of local industrial and occupational employment shares and suggests substantial
variation in the composition of employment across cities.

14The educational variable includes six categories: without vocational training, apprenticeship, highschool with
Abitur, highschool without Abitur, polytechnic, university.
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and a complete set of job dummies. The coefficients on the dummies are used to compute νqiτ , the

job wage premia. The square root of the number of observations in each job-city cell is used to

create weights for the second stage estimation.

4.4 Skill transferability measure

As shown by Gathmann and Schoenberg (2010), moves across similar jobs are more likely to be

observed than distant switches. Accordingly, this paper proxies skill transferability using observed

occupation-industry-specific transitions. In order to obtain a representative number of individuals

moving across cells, the data are pooled over the entire period to construct

ϕk|qi =
Nk|qi∑

k∈S
Nk|qi

, (31)

where Nk|qi denote the total number of individuals switching from job qi to k from one year to the

next.

Table 1 shows summary statistics for sectoral mobility, defined as the fraction of individuals who

report an industry different from that reported one year earlier. On average, 5.6% of individuals

switch industry from one year to the next. Table 1 also reports the most and the least likely job

destinations and their corresponding conditional switching probabilities (conditional on being a

mover). For instance, of the workers who move out of the primary sector, 13.6% switch to public

administration, while only 2.8% go into sewage and sanitation. Workers in the secondary and

tertiary sectors are most likely to move within their sector and are very unlikely to switch to the

primary industry.

Table 2 is the occupational counterpart of Table 1. Statistics for occupational and sectoral

mobility are similar: on average, 5.7% of individuals switch occupation from one year to the

next. Table 2 shows that manufacturing workers are more likley to move to jobs related to travel

and transport, whereas the probability of them moving to, say, arts, creative and recreational

occupations is less than 1%. Administration- and bureaucracy-related occupations are the most

probable destinations for technicians, services and professionals workers.
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Table 1: Sectoral mobility and switching probabilities

Overall mobility

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

Sectoral mobility (in %) 5.6 1.8 2.2 11.3 6399

For movers only

Most likely destination Least likely destination

Origin Switching Switching
Industry probability Industry probability Industry

Primary sector
Primary sector 13.6 Public administration 2.8 Sewage, sanitation

Secondary sector
Wood, chemicals, basic metals 15.5 Machinery, motor vehicles 1.5 Primary sector
Machinery, motor vehicles 19.8 Electrical 1.4 Sewage, sanitation
Electrical 19.8 Machinery, motor vehicles 1.2 Primary sector
Texiles, leather 13.6 Electrical 1.1 Primary sector
Food, beverages, tobacco 24.0 Retail trade 1.0 Finishing trades
Construction trades 13.6 Wood, chemicals, basic metals 1.6 Sewage, sanitation
Finishing trades 15.3 Electrical 1.4 Sewage, sanitation

Tertiary sector
Wholesale 19.8 Retail trade 1.0 Primary sector
Retail trade 20.8 Wholesale 0.8 Primary sector
Transport and communications 17.9 Wholesale 1.5 Primary sector
Finance, insurance, real estate 14.5 Wholesale 1.4 Primary sector
Restauration, recreational 17.0 Retail trade 0.9 Primary sector
Education, health, social 35.3 Sewage, sanitation 0.6 Primary sector
Sewage, sanitation 48.9 Education, health, social 0.7 Finishing trades
Public administration 30.3 Education, health, social 1.3 Finishing trades
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Table 2: Occupational mobility and switching probabilities

Overall mobility

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

Occupational mobility (in %) 5.7 2.0 1.6 17.2 18315

For movers only

Most likely destination Least likely destination

Origin Switching Switching
Occupation probability Occupation probability Occupation

Agricultural
Farming, forestry, gardening, fishing 20.1 Construction 0.2 Leather goods

Manufacturing
Stone, jewelery, brickwork 23.1 Construction 0.1 Leather goods
Glass, ceramics 16.1 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Chemicals, plastics, rubber 17.1 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Paper, printing 15.9 Travel, transport 0.3 Technicians (engineers)
Woodwork 17.1 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Metalworkers, primary product 26.7 Skilled metal work 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Skilled metal work 17.7 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Electrical 21.9 Technicians (manufacturing, science) 0.1 Leather goods
Metal assembly, installation 17.2 Metalworkers, primary product 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Textiles 11.5 Other services, personal, leisure services 0.1 Machine operators
Leather goods 13.0 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Food, drink, tobacco 30.3 Other services, personal, leisure services 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Construction 23.2 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Building 26.7 Construction 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Carpenters 19.1 Travel, transport 0.2 Arts, creative, recreational
Painters 17.6 Travel, transport 0.2 Arts, creative, recreational
Goods sorters, packagers 19.8 Travel, transport 0.1 Arts, creative, recreational
Assistants 15.8 Travel, transport 0.1 Machine operators
Machine operators 33.9 Construction 0.1 Health services

Technicians
Engineers 45.3 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Woodwork
Manufacturing, science 33.8 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Woodwork

Services, professionals
Buying, selling 51.2 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Machine operators
Banking, insurance, agents 75.6 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Stone, jewelery, brickwork
Arts, creative, recreational 46.6 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Woodwork
Other services, personal, leisure services 17.0 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Machine operators
Travel, transport 23.2 Administration, bureaucracy 0.2 Leather goods
Administration, bureaucracy 32.3 Buying, selling 0.1 Woodwork
Public order, safety, security 23.0 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Glass, ceramics
Health services 34.4 Administration, bureaucracy 0.1 Machine operators
Teaching, social employment 34.4 Health services 0.1 Stone, jewelery, brickwork
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5 Results

To make this study comparable with that of Beaudry et al. (2012), this paper first examines the

importance of the treatment of mobility across occupations and industries using the most restrictive

formulation of prices and technology. As it turns out, it appears that the heterogeneity in workers’

mobility across jobs is an important dimension for identification. The paper then exploits the

variation created by differences in job-specific skill transferability to show that as one controls for

sequentially more and more flexible specifications of the production function, the importance of

workers’ outside options does not decrease.

5.1 Homogeneous versus heterogeneous skill transferability

To evaluate the importance of job-specific skill transferability in wage formation, this section com-

pares the estimates obtained by estimating specifications (19) and (21) – cases 4 and 8 of Figure

1, respectively.

In addition to the endogeneity issue associated with workers’ outside options, estimating (19)

and (21) also requires dealing with the endogeneity of local employment rates. The traditional

approach to dealing with the endogeneity of the employment rate is to construct the so-called Bartik

instrument, used in various studies (Blanchard and Katz, 1992; Beaudry et al., 2012). Exploiting

the disaggregation at the occupational level, the Bartik instrument is given by

Bartik1cτ =
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)

N̂kτ −Nk(τ−1)

Nk(τ−1)
. (32)

Since (32) is based on past employment shares and predicted current employment, the identifying

assumption is identical to that required to ensure the validity of the instruments for workers’ outside

options.

By predicting local employment growth solely, the Bartik instrument focuses on the numerator

of the employment rate and neglects changes driven by shifts in the labour force. Since West

Germany experienced important variations in its population (especially following the immigration

wave that occured after the fall of the Iron Curtain), the Bartik instrument may perform poorly if

used on its own to predict the employment rate. Presumably, limited information on unemployed

workers prevented US studies from creating the labour force counterpart of the Bartik instrument.
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German data, however, allow individuals to be traced over time and therefore unemployed workers

to be affiliated to a particular occupation and industry. This paper takes advantage of this source

of information to create a second instrument, Bartik2cτ , which replaces employment in equation

(32) by its corresponding labour force counterpart.

Results are shown in Table 3. Standard errors are clustered at the level of the city, thus allow-

ing the error terms to be heteroscedastic and correlated within city.15 Each of the specifications

includes a full set of time-varying occupation-industry dummies to control for changes in industry

and occupation aggregates, including changes in national occupation-industry wage premia and

industry-wide bargaining. Thus, the estimates rely on a comparison of periodical differences in

wages within occupation-industry cells across cities. In a 2x2x2 framework, this would mean com-

paring periodical changes in wages for secretaries in the car industry in city A with those in city B

and testing the importance of workers’ outside options in explaining the residual wage variation.

15Using alternative clusterings of the data (city-time, industry or industry-time) does not alter the statistical
significance of the results.
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Table 3: Homogeneous versus heterogeneous job-specific skill transferability

Dependent variable ∆ log wagesqicτ

Homogeneous Heterogeneous Homo- / Heterogeneous

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
OLS IV OLS IV IV OLS IV IV

∆ Outside optionscτ :
∆
∑
k∈S ηkcτwkcτ 0.728∗∗∗ 0.416∗∗∗ 0.500∗∗∗−0.113 −0.005

(0.034) (0.148) (0.065) (0.230) (0.240)

∆ Outside optionsqicτ :
∆
∑
k∈S\{qi} ψkcτ |qiwkcτ 0.363∗∗∗ 0.644∗∗∗ 0.603∗∗∗ 0.262∗∗∗ 0.671∗∗∗ 0.465∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.120) (0.108) (0.047) (0.158) (0.146)

∆ Employment ratecτ 0.014 0.098 0.193∗∗∗ 0.129 0.149∗ 0.032 0.194 0.214
(0.056) (0.171) (0.071) (0.080) (0.088) (0.050) (0.164) (0.179)

∆ dqiτ yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

First stage

IV1cτ (for ∆ wage premia) 1.811∗∗∗ 1.880∗∗∗ 1.890∗∗∗

(0.440) (0.468) (0.458)

IV2cτ (for ∆ empl. shares) 2.901∗∗ 2.981∗∗ 2.791∗∗

(0.793) (0.798) (0.790)

IV1qicτ (for ∆ wage premia) 1.241∗∗∗ 1.263∗∗∗ 1.034∗∗∗ 1.047∗∗∗

(0.190) (0.192) (0.199) (0.203)

IV2qicτ (for ∆ trans. proba.) 1.237∗∗ 0.766
(0.452) (0.443)

IV3qicτ (for ∆ empl. shares) 1.077∗∗ 1.264∗∗∗

(0.434) (0.133)

IV4qicτ (for ∆ skill transf.) 1.814∗∗∗ 1.141∗∗∗

(0.452) (0.153)

Bartik1cτ 1.941∗∗∗ 2.382∗∗∗ 2.373∗∗∗ 1.961∗∗∗ 1.953∗∗∗

(0.431) (0.372) (0.370) (0.426) (0.431)

Bartik2cτ (labor force) −1.829∗∗∗ −2.290∗∗∗−2.287∗∗∗ −1.847∗∗∗ −1.838∗∗∗

(0.431) (0.402) (0.401) (0.428) (0.432)

F-stat.: ∆
∑
k∈S ηkcτwkcτ 11.04 8.28 24.53

F-stat.: ∆
∑
k∈S\{qi} ψkcτ |qiwkcτ 16.51 13.98 13.84 31.46

F-stat.: ∆ ERcτ 13.16 15.58 12.78 10.63 9.64
Over-id. p-val. 0.40 0.36 0.40 0.57 0.75
AP p-val. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Observations 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632

Notes: Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the city level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Columns (1) and (2) show results for specification (21), which assumes homogeneous job-specific

skill transferability. In both columns, estimates are positive and statistically significant at the 1%

level. As expected, the OLS estimate is biased upwards. The IV coefficient indicates that a 1%

increase in the city average wage generates a 0.415% positive spillover effect on wages. This first

set of results is in line with Beaudry et al. (2012).

Results associated with specification (19) are shown in columns (3) to (5). The estimate obtained

with OLS is large at 0.363 and statistically significant at the 1% level. Unlike previous results, the

direction of the bias is a priori ambiguous. On one hand, the reflection problem and the endogeneity

of employment likely create an upward bias. On the other hand, the transition probabilities are

measured with errors, pulling down the OLS estimate. Column (4) shows the results obtained when

using the first set of instruments, which decompose changes in predicted outside options into wage

premia variations and shifts in the transition probabilities. Column (5) is based on the second set

of instruments, which further isolates movements in the local composition of employment (shifts in

ηkcτ ) and changes in the relative mobility measure. Whichever IV specification one looks at, the

estimates are similar – 0.644 in column (4) and at 0.603 in column (5) – and statistically significant

at the 1% level.

The two sets of instruments offer a test of overidentifying restrictions. Since each instrument

explores a distinct type of data variation, any deviation from the identifying assumption would be

weighted differently and, therefore, produce different estimates. For this reason, the similarity of the

results obtained in columns (4) and (5) can be interpreted as evidence that shocks to comparative

advantages are uncorrelated with past job-city-specific comparative advantages. The Hansen test

statistics at the bottom of the table gives support to this argument.

The second section of Table 3 shows the first stage. Each of the IV ’s estimates is statistically

significant at the 1% level and affects workers’ outside options in a similar fashion, indicating that

wages, employment shares and skill transferability are important determinants of workers’ outside

options. Importantly, the fact that the estimates on IV2qicτ and IV4qicτ are statistically significant

provides support to the mechanism put forward in this paper that differences in job-specific skill

transferability also enter workers’ wage-bargaining process. The IV’s corresponding F-statistics

of the excluded instruments is above 10, confirming that the relevance condition is satisfied. For

each endogenous regressor, the Angrist-Pischke p-value is zero, indicating the absence of a weak
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instrumental variables problem. As for the employment rate, the Bartik instruments enter the first

stage in a statistically significant manner. Not surprisingly, the labour force counterpart of the

original Bartik measure is negative.

So far, results suggest that differences in job-specific skill transferability matter for wage forma-

tion. However, since the estimates obtained across the different specifications do not statistically

differ from each other, it may be the case that relaxing the homogeneity assumption only adds

unnecessary complications or noise to the analysis. Columns (6) to (8) evaluate this possibility and

introduce both measures of workers’ outside options,
∑
k∈S

ηkcwkc and
∑

k∈S\{qi}
χkc|qiηkcwkc, in one

single specification. Once the endogeneity of workers’ outside options is accounted for, the estimate

on the city average wage becomes negative and statistically insignificant while the estimate on the

other measure remains unaltered. A different picture would have emerged if differences in job-

specific skill transferability had little value-added, or were simply adding noise to the estimation.

5.2 Isolating search and bargaining mechanisms

An important condition for the identification strategy is that the variation used to identify the

effects of outside options is not very correlated with labour movements across industries and occu-

pations within a city. Thus, this subsection starts by explicitly reporting the correlation patterns

between the instruments and periodical changes in the log of job-city employment within a labour

market. Table 4 shows that none of the instruments affects changes in log job-city employment in

a statistically significant manner, making it even harder to argue that the IV estimates could be

biased due to a correlation between the instruments and changes in the marginal product of labour.
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Table 4: Correlation pattern between the instruments and employment.

Dependent variable ∆ log employmentqicτ

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

IV1qicτ (for ∆ wage premia) 0.970 0.997 0.980
(0.641) (0.656) (0.656)

IV2qicτ (for ∆ trans. proba.) −0.344 −0.625
(1.521) (1.552)

IV3qicτ (for ∆ empl. shares) 0.336 −0.516
(0.764) (1.596)

IV4qicτ (for ∆ skill transf.) −0.486 −0.895
(0.777) (1.617)

∆ dqiτ yes yes yes yes yes yes
∆ dcτ yes yes yes yes yes yes
Observations 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632

Table 5 exploits the fact that differences in job-specific skill transferability generate job-city-specific

outside options to sequentially controls for more flexible formulations of the value of the marginal

product of labour (thus moving up from case 4 to 1 in Figure 1).

The first three columns correspond to specification (20) which adds an entire set city-time

dummies to the most restrictive formulation of prices and technology. Thus, relative to columns

(3)-(5) of Table 3, specification (20) takes an additional difference that compares periodical changes

in, say, secretaries’ wages in the tertiary sector to those changes in any other occupation and

industry within city A. In doing so, local time-varying factors are removed from the wage equation

and the residual variation is attributed to the differences in workers’ outside options that stem from

job-specific skill transferability.

Columns (4)-(6) add industry-city-time dummies (therefore controlling for local industry-specific

effects) and show estimates consistent with a specification that allows industrial prices to vary across

cities, while maintaining the assumption of perfectly substitutable factors. Relative to the previous

columns, the triple difference estimation focuses on periodical changes in wages across occupations

in the same industry and city, which means for instance comparing wage differentials for secre-

taries to those for engineers within the tertiary sector of city A. Such a comparison relies on the

premise that there exist sufficient differences between the mobility of secretaries and engineers (i.e.

χkC|ST 6= χkC|ET ).

Columns (7)-(9) introduce the change in log job local employment to specification (20). To deal
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with the endogeneity of this variable, this paper uses a Bartik-style instrument, constructed in a way

similar to the instruments used for workers’ outside options and valid under identical conditions.

In particular, the instrument is given by the change in the log of job local predicted employment,

computed as in equation (26), i.e. by multiplying the initial level of job-city employment with the

corresponding national-level growth of job employment.

Finally, estimates consistent with the most flexible formulation of technology, such as a CES

production function with γ ≤ 1, are shown in columns (10)-(12), where both industry-city-time

dummies and changes in log job-city employment are controlled for. In such a case, the assumption

imposed on industrial prices is irrelevant as any local component will be captured by dicτ .
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Diagnostic tests are satisfactory at any conventional level. The IV estimates on the variable

of interest are positive and statistically significant at the 1% level across specifications, while the

coefficient on the employment variable is, with one exception, statistically insignificant.16 There-

fore, while the previous table suggests that the treatment of mobility across jobs matters for the

identification of search and bargaining mechanisms, Table 5 indicates that the restrictions placed

on technology and prices are not an important source of bias. Specifically, it appears that the in-

struments coupled with both occupation-industry-specific and city-specific time-varying dummies

do a good job in isolating productivity from independent effects of workers’ outside options on

wages. In what follows, specification (20) is refered to as baseline specification. Retaining column

(2), the estimate obtained suggests that a 10% increase in workers’ outside options generates a 7%

wage increase, which is remarkable considering that this estimate only captures first-round wage

impacts.

5.3 Allowing the productivity term to depend upon previous job

The production function Yic assumes that in a particular job-city cell, workers with the same set of

individual characteristics all share the same productivity. This assumption implies that, whichever

restrictions are placed on technology, productive components do not depend on previous job and

neither do values of the marginal product of labour. This section discusses the implications of

relaxing this specific assumption and instead assuming that productive terms are of the form θkc|qi,

where qi indexes previous job.17

A direct implication of relaxing this assumption is that the unit of analysis of the discounted

values for firms and workers becomes a job in a city, conditional on previous job. This means that

the indices in equations (3), (4), (6) and (7) are adjusted to reflect a worker’s previous job. Although

the form of these discounted values remain unaltered, the wage equation will have an additional

component relfecting the fact that skills accumulated in the previous job can be transported to the

next job and can therefore affect productivity.

To see where this difference is coming from it is useful to write down the discounted utility of

being employed and unemployed in job k and city c, conditional on previously being employed in

16Allowing the effect of employment to vary across occupations has no impact on the estimate of interest.
17For clarity, I omit n, the firm’s managerial ability, in the discussion that follows. Omitting this term has no

implications since the wage equation is aggregated at the job-city level later on.
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qi. Letting these terms be denoted by U ekc|qi and Uukc, respectively, one obtains,

ρU ekc|qi = wkc|qi − δ
(
U ekc|qi − U

u
kc

)
, (33)

where wkc|qi denotes the wage offered in cell kc conditional on qi, and

ρUukc = ψc
∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kU
e
k′c|k − ψcU

u
kc. (34)

Note that since it only depends on future potential employment opportunities, the utility of be-

ing unemployed only depends on where the person was employed prior to becoming unemployed.

Combining (33) and (34), one can express the utility of being unemployed as follows

Uukc =
ψc

ρ+ ψc
· 1

ρ+ δ

[ρ(ρ+ δ + ψc) + δψc
ρ(ρ+ δ + ψc)

∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kwk′c +
∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kνk′c|k

]
, (35)

where νk′c|k = wk′c|k − wk′c. The term νk′c|k corresponds to the wage premium in job k′ and city

c paid to workers previously employed in job k, relative to the average wage paid in job k′ and

city c. The main difference between this equation and the baseline framework is captured by the

wage premia component
∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kνk′c|k. Equation (35) implies that outside options will also have

to reflect the fact that workers in a job are compensated for any additional contribution above the

average productivity in that particular job.

Solving for the Nash bargaining solution and averaging at the job-city level, one obtains the

following wage equation

wkc|qi = γ1cVMPLkc|qi + γ2c
ρ

ρ+ ψc

[ρ+ δ + ψc(1 + δ)

ρ+ δ

∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kwk′c +
ρ+ δ + ψc
ρ+ δ

∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kνk′c|k

]
.(36)

This equation suggests that differences in wages within the same job-city cell are fully explained by

differences in the value of the marginal product of labour. One can obtain the equation of interest

by averaging (36) within job k and c.

This wage equation suggests that if the assumption placed on productive terms in the baseline

framework is too restrictive, the coefficient γ2 estimated in Table 5 may suffer from an upward

bias. Ideally, one would want to estimate (36) at the job-city level using the traceablility of
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individuals in Germany to construct the premium component
∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kνk′c|k. However, with a

2% random sample of the population only, constructing a measure of νk′c|k that perfectly matches

the predictions of the model is impossible. This is the case because, at a particular point in time,

the number of individuals with similar observable characteristics per job-city cell, conditional on

previous job would be insufficient. Nevertheless, the paper proposes to proxy the wage premium

with νk′c|k = wk′|k − wkc, where wk′|k is the counter-part of wk′c|k, computed at the national level.

While this is certainly not perfect, this approach does at least give sense of how large the bias may

be. Instruments for
∑
k′∈S

ψk′c|kνk′c|k are constructed in a way similar to that of the baseline measure

of outside options.

Results are shown in Table 6. The wage premia component does not appear to have any

statistically significant impact on wage determination and more importantly, its inclusion does not

alter the estimates on measured outside options. Thus, this table suggests that the restrictions

placed on the productive term in the baseline framework is not an important source of bias.

Table 6: Allowing productive terms to depend on previous job.

Dependent variable ∆ log wagesqicτ

Regressors (1) (2) (3)
OLS IV IV

∆ Outside optionskcτ :
∆
∑
k∈S\{qi} ψkcτ |qiwkcτ 0.213∗∗∗ 0.687∗∗∗ 0.632∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.152) (0.139)

Wage premia component:
∆
∑
k∈S\{qi} ψkcτ |qiνkcτ |qi 0.050 0.071 0.070

(0.057) (0.063) (0.062)

∆ dqiτ yes yes yes
∆ dcτ yes yes yes

Instrument set set I set II
F-stat. 26.87 24.99
Over-id. p-val. 0.55 0.39
Observations 6632 6632 6632

Notes: Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered
at the city level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Robustness tests Appendix K of the Supplementary Material provides a number of robustness

tests: Appendix K-1 presents results from a specification that replaces industry-city time-varying

dummies with occupation-city time-varying dummies. Appendix K-2 tackles the issue of self-

selection into cities and occupations. Appendix K-3 studies the implications of on-the-job search.18

Overall, none of these changes alter the estimates on measured outside options in a way that would

change the fundamental conclusions on this paper.

6 The total effect of a shift in workers’ outside options

Although the main objective of the paper is to estimate the coefficient γ̃2, it is useful to derive an

expression for the total effect of a shift in workers’ outside options. This expression is then used

for two purposes: first, to perform a test of the validity of the model and second, to compute the

fraction of the variance of the wage growth across cities that is due to the effects of outside options.

6.1 Deriving the total effect

In order to derive the total effect of a shift in workers’ outside options, the paper first uses (16)

to set out equations for wages determined by productivity, the wages paid elsewhere in the local

economy and city-specific employment rate. That is,

Wc = Θc + γ̃2ΨcWc + α5Ξc, (37)

where Wc is a QIx1 vector with a typical element being wqic; Θc is a QIx1 vector with typical

element (α0 + γ̃1α1pic + γ̃1α2fic + γ̃1α3θqic + γ̃1α4Nqic); Ψc is a QIxQI matrix with typical element

ψkc|qi, k and qi being the column and row indexes in the matrix; and Ξc is a QIx1 vector with a

typical element being local employment rate. Solving (37) for the vector of wages, one obtains

Wc = Θc + γ̃2Ψc [M − γ̃2Ψc]
−1 Θc + α5ΛcΞc, (38)

18Appendix K-4 discusses the top-coding issue affecting individual wages in the IABS sample. Appendix K-5
proposes alternative measure of mobility. In Appendix K-6, the paper examines the effect of interest differs before
and after the fall of the Iron Curtain. Appendix K-7 proposes to average the data over three and eight years, as an
alternative to five years. In Appendix K-8, standard errors are clustered at the city-time, industry or industry-time
level. Finally, Appendix K-9 investigates whether the baseline estimate differs across industries and occupations.
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where M is a QIxQI identify matrix and Λc = γ̃2Ψc [M − γ̃2Ψc]
−1 +M .

The second step consists in writing the vector of productivities Θc as a function of the vector

of national wage premia. To achieve this goal, one first has to obtain an expression for the national

wage premia. Let νqi denote the national wage premium in job qi, i.e. the nation-wide wage paid

in job qi relative to the nation-wide wage paid in some numeraire job, say occupation-industry 11.

Using equation (13), the wage premium in job qi is given by

νqi =
∑
c

(wqic − w11c)

=
∑
c

γ̃1c (VMPLqic − VMPL11c) +
∑
c

γ̃2c

∑
k∈S\{qi}

(
ψkc|qi − ψkc|11

)
wkc. (39)

Taking a linear approximation in a way similar to that described earlier (i.e. around the point where

cities have identical employment rates and where employment is uniformly distributed across jobs),

one obtains

νqi = γ̃1

∑
c

[α1(pic − p1c) + α2(fic − f1c) + α3(θqic − θ11c) + α4(lnNqic − lnN11c)] . (40)

Equation (40) can be further simplified by rewriting the value of the marginal product of labour as

a function of two components: a national job-specific and a local job-specific term. In particular,

pic = pi + εpic, fic = fi + εfic, θqic = θqi + εθqic and Nqic = Nqi + εNqic, where by definition
∑

c ε
p
ic = 0,∑

c ε
f
ic = 0,

∑
c ε

θ
qic = 0 and

∑
c ε

N
qic = 0. Using this rewrite, equation (40) reduces to

νqi = γ̃1 [α1(pi − p1) + α2(fi − f1) + α3(θqi − θ11) + α4(lnNqi − lnN11)] . (41)

As in Beaudry et al. (2012), job wage premia depend on industrial prices. However, since this

paper relies on a more flexible production function, job wage premia also depend on the nationwide

components of the marginal product of labour. Using equation (39), the vector of productivities

can now be rewritten as a function of the vector of national wage premia, i.e.

Θc = V +$c +A, (42)

where V is a QIx1 vector of national wage premia with typical element νqi; $c is a QIx1 vec-
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tor with typical element being
(
α0 + γ̃1α1ε

p
ic + γ̃1α2ε

f
ic + γ̃1α3εqic + γ̃1α4ε

h
qic

)
, the job-city specific

components of the value of the marginal product of labour; and A is a QIx1 vector of constant

terms.

Substituting equation (42) into (38), one obtains equations for wages determined by productiv-

ity, national wage premia and local employment rate. Specifically,

Wc = Θc + γ̃2Ψc [M − γ̃2Ψc]
−1 [V +$c +A] + α5ΛcΞc

= Υ + Θc + γ̃2Ψc [M − γ̃2Ψc]
−1 V + α5ΛcΞc + γ̃2Ψc [M − γ̃2Ψc]

−1$c, (43)

where Υc = γ̃2Ψc [M − γ̃2Ψc]
−1A. Since A is a vector of constant terms, the typical element of Υ

is a job-specific term, independent of local components.

In equation (43), the relevant measure of workers’ outside option is a weighted average of job

national wage premia. Unlike equation (16), the weights combine the transition probabilities with

the parameter γ̃2 itself, making direct estimation of this type of relationship infeasible. Nevertheless,

the total effect of a shift in workers’ outside options can be computed by substituting γ̃2 with its

estimated counterpart, ˆ̃γ2. Specifically, the total effect of a shift in workers’ outside option can be

measured as

ˆ̃γ2∆
(

Ψc

[
M − ˆ̃γ2Ψc

]−1
V
)
, (44)

where ∆ denote a time first difference.

6.2 Model testing

The previous subsection suggests that if the model is sound, estimating the wage equation using

∆
(

Ψc

[
M − ˆ̃γ2Ψc

]−1
V
)

as an alternative measure of outside options should yield an estimate of γ̃2

that does not statistically differ from the baseline estimate. Table 7 shows the results obtained when

taking 0.55, 0.6 and 0.65 as reference parameters.19 For all columns, the estimates are positive and

statistically significant at the 1% level. The size of the IV s coefficients is close to that estimated

in the baseline, suggesting that the model proposed in this paper provides a good approximation

19Repeating this exercise for parameter values over the range 0.55 to 0.65, the paper finds that using ˆ̃γ2 = 0.6235
as the reference parameter to create the new measure of workers’ outside options yields an estimate of γ̃2 of 0.6235.
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of the wage determination process.

Table 7: Testing the validity of the model.

Dependent variable ∆ log wagesqicτ

ˆ̃γ2 = 0.55 ˆ̃γ2 = 0.60 ˆ̃γ2 = 0.65

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
OLS IV IV OLS IV IV OLS IV IV

∆ Outside optionsjcτ :

∆
(

Ψc
[
M − ˆ̃γ2Ψc

]−1
V
)

0.454∗∗∗ 0.668∗∗∗ 0.668∗∗∗ 0.434∗∗∗ 0.638∗∗∗ 0.638∗∗∗ 0.412∗∗∗ 0.606∗∗∗ 0.606∗∗∗

(0.086) (0.138) (0.138) (0.082) (0.132) (0.132) (0.078) (0.125) (0.125)

∆ dqiτ yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
∆ dcτ yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Instrument set set I set II set I set II set I set II
F-stat. 482 321 437 291 392 262
Over-id. p-val. 0.51 0.80 0.51 0.80 0.50 0.80
AP p-val. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Observations 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632 6632

Notes: Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the city level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

6.3 Variance decomposition

The objective of this subsection is to quantify the importance of changes in workers’ outside options

in explaining the cross-sectional variance in city wage growth. To achieve this goal, the paper focuses

on changes induced by shifts in the composition of job local employment and compares the fraction

of the variance that is explained by changes in outside options to the fraction of the variance that

would be explained in the absence of search and bargaining effects. In addition, to evaluate the

role of the treatment of mobility in measuring outside options, the paper distinguishes between a

framework with constant mobility and a model with heterogeneous job-specific skill transferability.

If wages are determined by productivity only, then changes in the industrial and occupational

structure of employment have no effect on wage formation. In such a case, the total effect on

cross-sectional variance reflects employment composition changes only and can be measured by the
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following ratio of variances

Var

[ ∑
k∈S

ηkcτwkc(τ−1) −
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)wkc(τ−1)

]
Var

[ ∑
k∈S

ηkcτwkcτ −
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)wkc(τ−1)

] , (45)

where the denominator corresponds to the variance of city wage growth over two periods.

In the presence of search and bargaining effects, employment composition-induced changes in

outside options modify job-city wages and generate an additional indirect effect on city wage growth.

As a result, the nominator in (45) is augmented by an additional term capturing the total effect

of changes in outside options on job-city wages. In a framework where job-skill transferability is

irrelevant for wage formation, the variance ratio is computed as

Var

[ ∑
k∈S

ηkcτ

(
wkc(τ−1) + γ̂2∆

∑
k′∈S

ηk′cτνk′τ

)
−
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)wkc(τ−1)

]
Var

[ ∑
k∈S

ηkcτwkcτ −
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)wkc(τ−1)

] . (46)

If, instead, differences in workers’ mobility matter, the variance ratio can be measured with

Var

[ ∑
k∈S

ηkcτ

(
wkc(τ−1) + ˆ̃γ2∆

[
Ψc

(
M − ˆ̃γ2Ψc

)−1
V
])
−
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)wkc(τ−1)

]
Var

[ ∑
k∈S

ηkcτwkcτ −
∑
k∈S

ηkc(τ−1)wkc(τ−1)

] . (47)

These ratios are reported in column (1)-(3) of Table 8. The first column corresponds to (45), the

second one to (46) and the last one to (47). The results indicate that the predicted direct effect of

changes in the composition of job local employment ranges from 4% to 20% in a model where wages

are determined by productivity only. Columns (2) and (3) suggest a framework that accounts for

search and bargaining effects always explains a much larger fraction of the cross-sectional variance

in city wage movements. This fraction ranges from 6% to 36% in the case of constant mobility

and from 33% to more than 100% in the case where mobility differs across any two pairs of jobs.

The results of columns (2) and (3) also indicate that the treatment of mobility plays an crucial

role in determining the fraction of the variance that can be explained by changes the within-city

composition of employment.
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Table 8: Variance ratios.

Outside options
Productivity ηkcτ ψkcτ |qi

(1) (2) (3)

(1982-86) to (1977-81) 0.040 0.063 0.337
(1982-86) to (1987-91) 0.070 0.130 0.584
(1987-91) to (1992-96) 0.144 0.201 0.534
(1992-96) to (1997-01) 0.205 0.363 1.296

Average 0.115 0.189 0.688

Interestingly, these results are consistent with the finding of Card et al. (2013) according to which

a considerable fraction of the increase in wage inequality is due to rising dispersion in the wage

premia that are offered by different employers. In this paper, search and bargaining mechanisms

create wage disparities across employers for workers with otherwise similar characteristics and imply

that the rise in workplace heterogeneity may have been caused by an increase in the variance of

workers’ outside options. Columns (2) and (3) of Table 8 show an increase in the variance ratio

over time and therefore seem to support this idea.

Concluding remarks

This paper empirically demonstrates that workers’ outside options are important determinants of

wages. The paper proposes novel strategies to identify changes in workers’ outside options that are

independent of changes in the marginal product of labour, the main challenge of estimating search

and bargaining effects. To do so, the paper adapts a multi-city multi-sector model of search and

bargaining to allow for multiple occupations and for differences in job-specific skill transferability.

It then shows how differences in job-specific skill transferability can be used as a source of variation

for identification. The main result is that a 10% increase in workers’ outside options generates a 7%

wage increase. This estimate is remarkably robust to a various range of sensitivity checks, which

indicates that search and bargaining mechanisms play a substantial role in wage determination.
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